
Awesome Entertainment 
614.224.9568 

Inflatable Operating Procedures

1. ”Section 1711.551 of the Revised Code requires that riders must obey all warnings and directions  
 regarding this ride and behave in a manner that will not cause or contribute to injury to  
 themselves or others. Failure to comply is a misdemeanor."

2. State law requires an attendant at least 16 years of age at all times while the ride is in operation. 
3. The Rented Equipment should not be operated if wind exceeds 15 mph, in rain or lightning conditions.

4. The attendant should assist the riders when they enter and exit the ride.

5. No food, drink, gum, confetti or silly string are allowed in the inflatable equipment. 
 Silly String will permanently damage equipment. 

6. No Pets are allowed in or around the ride. (There will be a $200+ cleaning fee if such occurs)

7. All riders must remove their shoes, eyeglasses, hair clips, jewelry, buckles, pens, purses, and sharp  
 objects prior to entering.

 8. Riders should be sorted by similar age, weight, and height range. Larger older children should be 
segregated from smaller children. It is the responsibility of the attendant to ensure that the  
 equipment is not overloaded.

9. The rated weight and occupant capacity should never be exceeded. Please refer to each ride’s posted  
 capacity chart, per manufacturer’s recommendation & AFE’s website.

10. While the ride is in operation, the attendant should watch the riders at all times. No roughhousing or 
horseplay should be tolerated. No somersaults, diving, wrestling, flips, or rough play shall be permitted at 
anytime. No climbing on the nets or walls is allowed. Anyone who does not obey the rules after being 
warned should be asked to exit the ride.

11. The attendant must strictly enforce the rules posted on the warning sign.

12 The attendant must remain in control of the ride at all times.  

NOTICES:

IF AFE witnesses/hears of misuse or of no attendant, AFE has the right to shut the ride down 
immediately! No Refunds. 

ALL EQUIPMENT MUST BE WIPED CLEAN AND READY BY PICK UP TIME 
$25. FEE FOR BASIC CLEANING

$50. FEE FOR ROUGH CLEANING (MUD, LEAVES, DIRT & WATER )

$100. FEE FOR CLEANING CANDY, FOOD & GUM 

$200. FEE FOR CLEANING UP AFTER PETS


IF ITEMS ARE NOT READY BY PICK UP TIME A $25 FEE PER 15 MIN. OF WAITING WILL APPLY 
 If damage occurs, the LESSEE is responsible for repairs, loss of revenue, depreciation, shipping cost 
and all other cost associated with repairs/replacement of the rental item(s). 

FULL REPLACEMENT COST & LOSS OF REVENUE, IF SILLY STRING IS USED OR EXCESSIVE 
DAMAGE OCCURS. 

BE SAFE, ATTENTIVE & HAVE AN AWESOME TIME



Awesome Entertainment 
614.224.9568 

Inflatable Emergency Procedures

Emergencies can arise for various reasons. The following are a few examples of emergencies and how 
they can be handled. This is strictly a guide, please use common sense when an emergency occurs.


WEATHER: 
Bad weather can arrive in the form of rain, lightning or strong wind. In each case you want to evacuate 
the ride as quickly and safely as possible. Remain Calm! If you panic your riders may also panic. Stay 
calm and stay focused on your job, which is to help your riders exit the ride quickly, but in an orderly 
fashion. After everyone has exited the ride, deflate the ride by turning off the blowers or fans.


LOSS OF POWER: 
If a loss of power occurs the ride will slowly start to deflate. Remain Calm! You will have ample time to 
help your patrons quickly and safely exit the ride. This situation tends to cause panic...unless the 
operator stays calm and relaxed. Talk calmly to those inside the unit telling them not to panic while 
you're helping them walk out. Check to see if the blowers have come unplugged or the cords are 
unplugged from the outlet. If so, plug them back in, press the reset button on extension cord and the 
ride will re-inflate.  
Contact or have someone contact AFE at 614-224-9568 for phone support.  
Do not leave the ride unattended.


NEGLIGENCE OR ABUSE: 
The attendant must strictly enforce the rules posted on the warning sign and remain in control of the 
ride at all times. If damage occurs, the LESSEE is responsible for repairs, loss of revenue, depreciation, 
shipping cost and all other cost associated with repairs/replacement of the rental item(s).  

LESSEE IS RESPONSIBLE FOR FULL REPLACEMENT COST & LOSS OF REVENUE, IF SILLY STRING 
IS USED OR EXCESSIVE DAMAGE OCCURS.


EQUIPMENT IS RENTED AS IS:  
AFE only guarantees its equipment to be in working order at drop off/set up. Malfunctions or equipment 
failures will be assumed to be a result of Lessee's misuse and no refunds will be provided. 

DAMAGE COSTS:

Costs vary, but are estimated below:  

Inflatables:  
$250-$800 for repairs  
$1,200 - $3,500+ if the unit is not repairable/stolen/not returned  

Carnival games $200 to $500+  
Carnival parts such as, balls, cans, bean bags $20 and up. 
Concession Equipment $300 to $500

Plus cost of loss revenue, collection cost and legal expenses.  

ALL EQUIPMENT MUST BE WIPED CLEAN AND READY BY PICK UP TIME TO AVOID A 
CLEANING FEE 

BE SAFE, ATTENTIVE & HAVE AN AWESOME TIME 


